Three AES-2000's Share One CO Line

AES-2000 and AES-2005 entry phones normally require a dedicated CO line but when used with the LC-3, up to three can share one line. Any AES can call out to a tenant when the line is available. When a visitor activates an AES phone while the line is busy, their AES tries to call, provides a busy signal and displays "the line is busy" then hangs up. The visitor must then attempt another call to the tenant. Remote programming of any AES phone is possible through the LC-3. The LC-3 must have part number (P/N) of 262042, revision B (or higher) to have this capability.

Older LC-3’s can also be used with this application (LC-3’s with a part number of 262042A or 261874A) but special software must be installed in the LC-3. Order and field install "LC-3 V1.1" software into the LC-3. The LC-3 V1.1 can be purchased through a Viking authorized distributor or from the Viking Technical Support department.